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With the decisive rejection by Panamanian voters Aug. 30 of a constitutional amendment that would
have permitted President Ernesto Perez Balladares to seek re-election (see NotiCen, 09/03/98), the
May 1999 presidential election has been thrown open to new candidates and coalitions. But while
the opposition Partido Arnulfista, Movimiento Liberal, Republicano Nacionalista (MOLIRENA),
and other parties discuss forming a coalition (see NotiCen 04/16/98) to oppose the as yet unknown
nominee for the governing Partido Revolucionario Democratica (PRD), the Movimiento Papa Egoro
(MPE) remains curiously on the sidelines.
The MPE's founder, entertainer Ruben Blades, placed third in the 1994 presidential election,
winning 17.1% of the vote, while MPE candidates won six seats in the Legislative Assembly. Since
then, the MPE has seemed to lose direction. In recent weeks, some 20 party leaders have resigned as
a result of differences in strategy. However, MPE legislator Roberto Will Guerrero denied the party
was in crisis and said although 20 leaders resigned many others joined the party. Blades maintains
that the internal problems are no different from those of other parties. An ominous portent for the
party's future was its lackluster response to the re-election bid.
Though Blades said he opposed the re-election amendment, the party had little or no participation
in the campaign against it. In Panama briefly to vote in the Aug. 30 referendum, Blades told
reporters the MPE would define its political position later, but that, at the moment, he did not care
to talk about politics. He left the country saying he would return "when it's necessary." The MPE
convention is scheduled for November.
Some party officials say the disarray is caused by Blades' prolonged absence from the country as he
pursues his career in the US. Since he took over as party president last year, he has led the MPE "by
satellite," said one disgruntled party official, because he communicates with the MPE leadership
largely via fax from the US. The most turbulent struggle was between former party president Gloria
Young and other MPE leaders over the direction of the party. In 1995, a group dissatisfied with
Blades' leadership as party president rebelled and installed Young as his successor.
In mid-1997, in another round of internal battles, Blades took over again as MPE president. Young
accused three MPE legislators of having "sold out" to the PRD and charged that Blades and his
closest allies stayed out of the re-election battle because they had an understanding with the
governing PRD. In late 1997, Young formed a new faction within the party called The New Seed (La
Nueva Semilla) that she said would restore the party to its original goals of serving the needs of its
grassroots constituency.
In November, she said La Nueva Semilla hoped to take over leadership of the party and that it
represented the majority of Papa Egoro members who opposed corrupt and archaic parties. In
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August 1997, Blades responded to the factional bickering and Young's attacks in a letter to the
Partido Arnulfista, laying out his strategies for the 1999 election. He denied that he had supported
the re-election of Perez Balladares and that the MPE had any plans to join a political alliance with
other parties for the 1999 election. Furthermore, he announced that he would not be a candidate
for president or vice president for any party. The MPE will run candidates in 1999 but only for
legislative and local posts, he said.
The apparent reason for the temporary retreat from full- scale national political action lies in Blades'
personal career schedule. In the letter to the Arnulfistas, he said the MPE would be better situated
in 2004 after he has relocated to Panama from the US. Young's dispute with the Blades faction,
coupled with an alleged attempt to have Perez Balladares replace the MPE representative to the
Central American Parliament (PARLACEN) with her husband, Joel Lezcano, prompted the party's
honor tribunal to expel Young from Papa Egoro in Dec. 1997. "Blades is behind all this," said Young.
"Blades is not a politician. He has made all his decisions for personal reasons." Earlier, Young said
that the attacks against her were the result of her refusal to join other members of the leadership
in forging alliances with the PRD for the 1999 elections. [Sources: El Panama America, 08/11/98;
Notimex, 07/05/97, 08/31/97, 11/24/97, 12/13/98, 08/02/98, 08/18/98; El Nuevo Herald (Miami),
09/02/98]
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